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Abstract 

Semantic Web Services (SWS), the convergence of Semantic Web and Web Services, 

is the emerging next major generation of the Web, in which e-services and business 

communication become more knowledge-based and agent-based.  In the SWS vision, service 

descriptions are built partly upon process ontologies – widely shared ontological knowledge 

about business processes – which are represented using Semantic Web techniques for 

declarative knowledge representation (KR), e.g., OWL Description Logic or RuleML Logic 

Programs.   

In this paper, we give the first approach to solving a previously unsolved, crucial 

problem in representing process ontologies using SW KR:  how to represent non-monotonic 

inheritance reasoning, in which at each (sub)class in the class hierarchy, any inherited 

property value may be overridden with another value, or simply cancelled (i.e., not inherited).  

Non-monotonic inheritance is an important, heavily-used feature in pre-SWS process 

ontologies, e.g., ubiquitous in object-oriented (OO) programming. The advantages of non-

monotonicity in inheritance include greater reuse/modularity and easier specification, 

updating, and merging. We focus in particular on the Process Handbook (PH), a large, 

influential, and well-used process ontologies repository that is representative in its features for 

non-monotonic inheritance.  W3C’s OWL, the currently dominant SW KR for ontologies, is 

fundamentally incapable of representing non-monotonicity; so too is First Order Logic.  Using 

instead another form of leading SW KR – RuleML – we give a new approach that 

successfully represents the PH’s style of non-monotonic inheritance. In this Courteous 

Inheritance approach, PH ontology knowledge is represented as prioritized default rules 

expressed in the Courteous Logic Programs (CLP) subset of RuleML.   

A prototype of our approach is in progress. We aim to use it to enable SWS 

exploitation of the forthcoming open-source version of the PH.  
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More Introduction:  SWS, KR, Ontologies, and Inheritance  
In the SWS vision (see http://www.swsi.org), semantic service descriptions, i.e., 

process knowledge represented using Semantic Web (SW) KR, will enable various kinds of 

reasoning in support of several key tasks including advertising/discovery, matchmaking, 

negotiation/contracting, composition, execution monitoring, etc., of Web Services.  Some 

early, relatively simple SWS prototypes have already been developed (The DAML Services 

Coalition 2001) (Grosof et al. 2003a).  To realize the fuller glory of the vision, however, SWS 

developers will need large amounts of process knowledge that is represented declaratively1, 

i.e., in semantically clean fashion cf. SW KR.  A key part of process knowledge is 

ontological:  definitional knowledge in the form of class hierarchies (where some (sub)classes 

are specializations of superclasses) and property information associated with those classes.  A 

central kind of reasoning in ontologies is inheritance, in which each subclass (specialization) 

inherits the values of the properties associated with its superclasses (generalizations). In 

monotonic inheritance, a subclass can add new properties and/or property values.  Inheritance 

is useful since it enables reuse:  to specify a new subclass’s set of associated property info – 

one can just specify the differences from its superclass(es)’s property info.   

In practice, however, users of inheritance often – perhaps, usually – desire non-

monotonic2 inheritance, which is more general.  In non-monotonic inheritance, unlike 

monotonic inheritance, one can change what’s inherited:  either to replace/override (i.e., 

modify) or to cancel (i.e., delete) an inherited property value.  Non-monotonic inheritance is 

a.k.a. default inheritance or inheritance with exceptions.  Permitting inheritance to be non-

monotonic enables more reuse/modularity.  When inheritance is restricted to be monotonic, if 

one needs to change (override or cancel) some inherited property info, then one has to 

manually/explicitly repeat the specification of much or all of the property info that one wants 

                                                 
1 See Appendix A for review of  “declarative” in basic KR terminology 
2 See Appendix A for review of  “monotonic” and “non-monotonic” in basic KR terminology 
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to reuse from previously-defined classes, without benefit of inheritance.   Non-monotonic 

inheritance thus enables easier specification:  not only initially but also especially during 

updating and merging (e.g., in maintenance).  Non-monotonic inheritance is found 

ubiquitously in OO programming languages and design tools, including Java, C++, and the 

PH.  OWL (Van Harmelen et al. 2003) can represent expressively complex kinds of 

monotonic inheritance but is fundamentally incapable of representing any kind of non-

monotonic reasoning, including non-monotonic inheritance.  Ditto for classical / First Order 

Logic.  

The Process Handbook and its Ontology Representation 
The Process Handbook (PH) has been under development at the MIT Center for 

Coordination Science (CCS) for over ten years, including the contributions of a diverse and 

highly distributed group of over 40 scientists, students and industrial sponsors (Malone et al. 

1999; Malone et al. 2003). The goal of the PH project is to develop a repository and 

associated conceptual tools that help users effectively retrieve and exploit the process 

knowledge relevant to their current challenges. The PH is large:  it contains, to date, 

descriptions of over 5000 processes, 12000 entities, and 38000 properties/values.  The PH has 

been used by a number of practical industrial process designers, partly via a dedicated 

commercial spinoff (Phios Corp.).   The PH’s process ontologies have been shown, at a 

research level, to be useful in a variety of domains such as business process reengineering 

(Bernstein 1998; Malone et al. 1999), e-contracting (Grosof et al. 2002), business process 

automation (Bernstein 2000), software design (Dellarocas 1996), etc.  This provides evidence 

that PH process ontologies could be used in future to help supply the semantic service 

descriptions for the key SWS tasks discussed earlier.  The PH has been influential as well in 

the arena of industry standards for process representation/modeling: it spawned Process 

Interchange Format (PIF) (Lee et al. 1996) which in turn spawned Process Specification 

Language (PSL) (Schlenoff et al. 2000), a draft NIST/ISO standard.   
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Overall, the PH includes a class hierarchy with associated properties, and features 

non-monotonic inheritance of the kind discussed earlier.  Experience within the PH project 

has reconfirmed findings (MacLean et al. 1990) that allowing cancellation aids ease of 

understanding/specification. The PH, like nearly all process representation techniques, also 

uses the notion  that a process can be decomposed into parts, called “sub-activities”.  

Figure 1 illustrates an example PH ontology that employs non-monotonic inheritance. 

Here, the generic activity (i.e., process) called “Sell product” is decomposed into sub-

activities like "Identify potential customer," "Inform potential customer," and "Deliver 

Product" (among others).  Formally, the decomposition relationship is represented as a 

property “has-task”.  Because this property has mutiple values associated with the same 

subject activity ( here “Sell product”), a corresponding slot is defined for each value, e.g., "1," 

"2," and "4," respectively, assuming we would name the slots in the Figure from left to right 

with ascending numbers.  “has-task” is thus a slotted property; it has arity 3, rather than arity 

2 as do ordinary properties.  Both "Sell by mail order" and "Sell in retail store," which are 

specializations of “Sell Product,” inherit those has-task relationships with their respective slot 

numbers. Some relationships are modified in the specialized processes and, therefore, colored 

grey. In "Sell by mail order," for example, the has-task arc with slot name "1" connects to 

"Obtain mailing list" since that replaces "Identify potential customer." For "Sell in retail 

store" the has-task arc with slot name "2" was even deleted (shown with a red X in Figure). 

Sell Product

Identify
potential

customers

Inform
potential

customers
Obtain order Deliver

product
Receive
payment

Sell by mail order

Obtain
mailing lists

Mail ads to
mailing list

Receive order
by mail

Deliver
product

Receive
payment

Sell in retail store

Attract
customers to

store
X Receive order

at register
Deliver
product

Receive
payment at

register  
Figure 1: An example of inheritance in the specialization hierarchy. 
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The PH adheres to the meta-model shown in Figure 2. All classes are subclasses of a 

common root/top-level ancestor class called Entity.  Other high-level classes are shown in the 

boxes in the Figure.  Activities represent processes (or tasks). Resources represent things used 

in Activities.  Ports stand for the interfaces that Activities use to exchange Resources with 

their environment (e.g., with other Activities).  Dependencies denote a need for coordination 

when a resource is shared by more than one Activity.  Exceptions flag things that can go 

wrong in an Activity.  Attributes are used to provide more details about all Entities through 

specific Values.  Various relationships, such as the has-task property, connect these classes.  

Entity Activity

Port

Resource

Dependency

Exception

Attribute

Value

Has specialization

Has attribute

Has value

Has task

Has dependency

Has port

Is connected to

Is managed by

Has exception

Has Resource

Propagates

Is Handled by

Is not inherited Is slotted

Legend

 
Figure 2: The process handbook classes and their relationships  

(specialization relationships from all classes to Entity is omitted) 

New Approach:  Courteous Inheritance, using CLP RuleML  
We have developed an approach to representing the Process Handbook’s process 

ontology knowledge, including its non-monotonic inheritance behavior,  by using an existing 

SW KR:  RuleML (http://www.ruleml.org), specifically its Courteous Logic Programs (CLP) 

subset (Grosof et al., 1999).   Due to space limitations, in this paper we briefly describe the 

basic part of this approach, which we call “Courteous Inheritance”.  More details are in a 

forthcoming longer version of this paper.   

Each rule in CLP is a prioritized default.  CLP expressively extends Ordinary Logic 

Programs (roughly, declarative pure Prolog), but is tractably compileable to it. Rule labels 

(optional) identify rules for prioritized conflict handling.  A rule label has the form of a 

logical term.  A syntactically reserved (but otherwise ordinary) predicate “overrides” specifies 
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the prioritization ordering:  overrides(lab1,lab2) means that (any rule labeled) “lab1” has 

strictly higher priority than “lab2”.  A pairwise mutual exclusion integrity constraint 

(“mutex”) specifies the scope of conflict; it can be conditional.   RuleML, like most XML, is 

fairly verbose.  For brevity and ease of human-readability, we give our RuleML example rules 

in a Prolog-like syntax that maps straightforwardly to RuleML.  More precisely, this syntax is 

IBM CommonRules V3.0 “SCLPfile” format, extended to support URI’s as logical predicate 

(and function) symbols (see, e.g., (Grosof et al. 2003a)).  “ ” stands for implication, i.e., 

“if”.  “;” ends a rule statement.  A fact is a special case of a rule; it omits the “  …”.  The 

prefix “?” indicates a logical variable.  “/* … */” encloses a comment.  “<…>” encloses a 

rule label (name).  “~” stands for negation-as-failure.  “MUTEXHEAD  … ” specifies a 

mutex.  In it, “MUTEXHEAD” can be read roughly as “logical contradiction”.  “ 'q “ stands 

for the individual that is the name of q, where q is a predicate (e.g., class or property).    

Our courteous inheritance approach represents PH ontology knowledge, e.g., subclass 

relationships and property values, as CLP rules.  The approach also represents the PH’s 

inheritance principles as rules, including rules about prioritization and cancellation.  The 

approach includes both background knowledge and particular knowledge.  Figure 3 gives 

details, in the form of sample rules that represent the various kinds of PH ontology 

knowledge.  Taken together, these rules formalize non-monotonic inheritance of slotted 

properties.  Not shown are the rules for inheritance of ordinary (i.e., 2-ary) properties; these 

are similar but simpler.   Rules 1-20 give the basic approach, which permits modification but 

not cancellation.  Adding Rules 21-26 provides cancellation as well (Rule 11 is then omitted).     

/* particular:  specify c2 is a subclassof c1, c3 subclassof c2 */ 
1 subclassof('c2,'c1); 

2 subclassof('c3,'c2); 
/* particular:  specify a default value v1 for slot f1 of property ps, 
for subject class c1 */ 
3 <ds1> ps('c1,f1,v1);  

4 assoc-class(ds1,'c1);  

5 abouts(ds1,'ps,f1);  

6 value-of(ds1,v1);  
/* background:  define subclassof’s transitive closure */ 
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7 subclassof-tc(?x,?z)  subclassof(?x,?y) and subclassof-tc(?y,?z);  

8 subclassof-tc(?x,?y)  subclassof(?x,?y);  
/* background:  declare name of each property ps (slotted) */ 
9 slotted-property('ps);  
/* background:  specify each slotted property is partial functional */ 
10 MUTEXHEAD  ps(?x,?n,?y) and ps(?x,?n,?z) GIVEN notEquals(?y,?z);  
/* background:  basic inheritance for each property ps (slotted) */ 
11 <inherit-s('ps,?cb,?n,?v)> 

 ps(?ca,?n,?v)  ps(?cb,?n,?v) and subclassof-tc(?ca,?cb);  

12 assoc-class(inherit-s('p,?cb,?n,?v),?cb);  

13 abouts(inherit-s('ps,?cb,?n,?v),'ps,?n);  

14 value-of(inherit-s('ps,?cb,?n,?v),?v);  
/* background:  specificity prioritization based on source (slotted) */ 
15 <specificity-of-source> 

    overrides(?r2,?r1)  more-specific-source(?r2,?r1);  

16 more-specific-source(?r2,?r1)  
     assoc-class(?r1,?y1) and assoc-class(?r2,?y2) 
        and subclassof-tc(?y2,?y1)  
   and abouts(?r1,?z,?n) and abouts(?r2,?z,?n);  

/* background:  it is a conflict for one inherited value to be a strict 
specialization of another */ 
17 MUTEXHEAD  ps(?c,?n,?vx) and ps(?c,?n,?vy) 

       GIVEN subclassof-tc(?vx,?vy)and notEquals(?vx,?vy);  
/* background:  specificity prioritization based on value (slotted) */ 

18 <specificity-of-value> 
  overrides(?r2,?r1)  more-specific-value(?r2,?r1);  

19 more-specific-value(?r2,?r1)  
     abouts(?r1,?z,?n) and abouts(?r2,?z,?n)and value-of(?r2,?x)  
        and value-of(?r1,?y) and subclassof-tc(?x,?y);  

20 overrides(specificity-of-source, specificity-of-value);  
/* background:  inheritance for each property ps, with cancellation 
(slotted) ; these rules 21-22 replace the “basic inheritance” rule 11 */  
21 <inherit-s('ps,?cb,?n,?v)> 

 ps(?ca,?n,?v)  ps(?cb,?n,?v) and subclassof-tc(?ca,?cb) 
  and ~ cancel(inherit-s('ps,?cb,?n,?v));  

22 <inherit-s('ps,?cb,?n,?v)>  ncancel(inherit-s('ps,?cb,?n,?v));  
/* background:  ncancel specifies non-cancellation */  
23 MUTEXHEAD  cancel(?r) and ncancel(?r);  
/* particular:  cancel inheritance of (slotted) property ps for slot f1 
at subject class c2 */ 
24 <cs2> cancel(?r)  abouts(?r,'ps,f1);  

25  assoc-class(cs2,'c2);  

26  abouts(cs2,'ps,f1);  

Figure 3:  CLP representation of the PH and its inheritance behavior 

A given PH process ontology knowledge base is thus represented as a CLP RuleML 

rulebase.  The entailed conclusions of that rulebase then capture (i.e., correspond closely to) 

the inferences sanctioned by the PH’s inheritance scheme.  Any rule system/tool that 

implements CLP RuleML inferencing (there are several such already existing, and more being 

built) can then practically perform these inferences.   
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Example illustrating Courteous Inheritance Approach:  Selling  
Next, we show how to represent the PH process ontology knowledge from Figure 1 in 

our approach.  Figures 4-7 give details, in the form of four particular-knowledge rulesets 

(modules), one per process class.  In the comments, “cut” means omitted for the sake of 

brevity and focus. 

1 <t1> has-subtask('sell-product,g1,'identify-potential-customers); 

2      assoc-class(t1,'sell-product); 

3      abouts(t1,'has-subtask,g1); 

4      value-of(t1,'identify-potential-customers); 

5 <t2> has-subtask('sell-product,g2,'inform-potential-customers); 
6 /* cut: rules about t2 analogous to rules 2-4 */  

7 <t3> has-subtask('sell-product,g3,'obtain-orders); 

8 /* cut: rules about t3 analogous to rules 2-4 */ 

9 <t4> has-subtask('sell-product,g4,'deliver-product); 

10 /* cut: rules about t4 analogous to rules 2-4 */ 

11 <t5> has-subtask('sell-product,g5,'receive-payment); 

12 /* cut: rules about t5 analogous to rules 2-4 */ 

Figure 4:  Ruleset for Subtasks of “Sell product” 

13 subclassof('sell-by-mail-order,'sell-product); 

14 <m1> has-subtask('sell-by-mail-order,g1,'obtain-mailing-lists); 

15      assoc-class(m1,'sell-by-mail-order); 

16      abouts(m1,'has-subtask,g1); 

17      value-of(m1,'obtain-mailing-lists); 

18 <m2> has-subtask('sell-by-mail-order,g2,'mail-ads-to-mailing-
list); 

19 /* cut: rules about m2 analogous to rules 12-14 (or to 2-4) */ 

20 <m3> has-subtask('sell-by-mail-order,g3,'receive-order-by-mail); 

21 /* cut: rules about m3 analogous to rules 12-14 (or to 2-4) */ 

Figure 5: Ruleset for “Sell by mail order” as subclass of “Sell product” with necessary changes 

The CLP RuleML rulebase then entails, as desired, that the fourth subtask (slot g4) of 

“Sell by mail order” is “Deliver product”, i.e., it has been inherited without change from “Sell 

product”.  Likewise, the fifth subtask is also inherited without change.   

22 subclassof('sell-in-retail-store,'sell-product); 
   /* the 2nd subtask / g2 slot is CANCELLED rather than replaced */ 

23 <r2> cancel(?r) <- abouts(?r,'sell-in-retail-store,g2); 

24      assoc-class(r2,'sell-in-retail-store); 

25      abouts(r2,'has-subtask,g2); 
26 /* cut: rules about the other subtasks/slots that are modified 

             (i.e., the 1st/g1, 3rd/g3, 5th/g5) */ 

Figure 6: Ruleset for “Sell in retail store” as subclass of “Sell product” (only cancellation shown) 
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Let there additionally be a new class “Sell clothes in retail store” that is a 

specialization of “Sell in retail store”:  

27 subclassof('sell-clothes-in-retail-store,'sell-in-retail-store); 

Figure 7: Ruleset for “Sell clothes in retail store” as subclass of “Sell in retail store”  

Then, as desired, the CLP RuleML rulebase (particular plus background knowledge) 

entails that the subtasks of “Sell clothes in retail store” are the same as for “Sell in retail 

store”, i.e., they are inherited without change.  

Discussion, Conclusions, and Future Work  
We gave a new approach, Courteous Inheritance, that for the first time formalizes the 

PH's process ontology knowledge, including its non-monotonic inheritance principles, in 

terms of a leading Semantic Web KR:  RuleML, specifically its CLP subset.  Ours is further, 

more generally, (to our knowledge) the first approach to representing the non-monotonic 

inheritance aspect of process ontology reasoning using a SW KR. This achieves a significant 

step towards meeting the requirements of SWS for process ontologies as a foundation, since 

practical process ontologies typically rely heavily on non-monotonic inheritance similar to (or 

somewhat simpler than) the PH's.   

By contrast, the previous approaches to represent process ontologies using SW KR are 

based on OWL (DAML-S effort) or FOL (PIF and PSL efforts), and thus are fundamentally 

incapable of representing non-monotonicity.  Part of the PH's process knowledge had 

previously been represented in PIF (Malone et al. 2003).   

As (Grosof et al. 2003b) have shown, however, CLP RuleML actually overlaps 

expressively with OWL:  the monotonic Description Logic Programs (DLP) KR is an 

expressive subset of both.  An interesting direction of current work, extending DLP and in the 

spirit of our approach here, is to represent non-monotonicity of inheritance for general-

purpose Semantic Web ontologies, not just process ontologies.  Another such direction is to 

represent in OWL the monotonic fragment of the PH's (knowledge and) inheritance.   
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Moreover, aside from the form of the PH's knowledge and reasoning, the content of 

the PH constitutes a large and interesting repository of process knowledge.  The PH project is 

planning to release an open-source version ("OpenPH"), expected in 2004.  A prototype of 

our approach is in progress.  We aim in future work to use it to aid exploitation for SWS of 

the OpenPH.   

Bringing the PH to the Semantic Web party will enable its large knowledge base to be 

integrated relatively easily with a variety of other sources of knowledge and to help develop 

powerful knowledge-based applications, e.g., SWS.  More details are in a forthcoming longer 

version of this paper.   

Appendix A:  Review of some basic KR Terminology   
In a declarative KR, a given set of premises entails (sanctions) a set of conclusions, 

independently of how inferencing is performed, i.e., independent of control strategy / 

algorithm / implementation, e.g., regardless of whether inferencing is done backward (query 

answering) or forward (data driven), or whether inferencing is incomplete (wrt entailment).  

Different KR’s permit different kinds of premises to be expressed, and have different 

principles for entailing conclusions.   

A KR S is said to be (logically) monotonic when adding new premises never results in 

retracting old conclusions, i.e., iff   ∀ P1,P2.  P1 ⊆  P2    ⇒   Concl(P1) ⊆  Concl(P2)    where 

each Pi is a set of premises, ⊆  stands for subset-of, and Concl maps a set of premises into its 

corresponding set of conclusions  (that are entailed according to S).  Classical logic, used for 

the foundations of mathematics, is monotonic. However, typical patterns of human pragmatic 

reasoning are, in general, non-monotonic (i.e., not monotonic).   
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